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How to play Cross-Rhythm Go!
The  aim of the game is to build your rhythm crossword, using all the tiles,
and complete it before your opponent! 
First things first, print out your Cross-Rhythm Go! tiles and cut them out. 
 
To start the game, place all your tile cards face down on the table, these
tiles are named the RHYTHM PIT. Each player takes 10-14 tiles from the
RHYTHM PIT. If you are playing with 2 players take 14 tiles each, if you
are playing with more than 2 players take 10 tiles. (If you want to play the
game in groups of more than 4 try printing duplcate sets of tiles). 

 
Decide between the players if you are creating rhythms in 4/4 or 3/4. If
you are playing in 4/4 you will be creating rhythm patterns that total 4
beats in a bar or in this case a line. If you are playing in 3/4 you will be
creating rhythm pattens that total 3 beats in a line. If you choose 3/4 you
will need to remove the dotted minim tiles before you play. 
One player says Cross-Rhythm Go! and players turn over their tiles.
Players  start to, simultaneously, create their own individual cross-rhrythm
grid. You can constantly re-arrange your grid to fit your tiles. 
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Here is an example of a grid created when playing in 4/4.

How to play Cross-Rhythm Go! Cont.

Players group their tiles into lines of 4/4 or 3/4. All the lines must be
interlinking. All the interlinking tiles must only link with one other tile so
for example the tiles in red above are not permitted.
When a player has used all their tiles, they shout, ”I need beats!”. ALL
players then take one tile from the RHYTHM PIT.
At any time, if a player wants to swap one of their tiles, the player can put
a tile back into the RHYTHM PIT. The player puts the tile back into the
RHYTHM PIT face down and says “Skip’. This player only, then takes two
tiles in exchange. 
When there are no tiles left in the RHYTHM PIT, the race is then on to be
the first to finish your Cross-Rhythm grid. The first player with no tiles left  
shouts ”Cross-Rhythm Stop” and that player is the winner! 
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Key:

= 3 beats

= 2 beats

= 1 and 1/2 beats

= 1 beat

= 1 beat

= 1/2 beat

= 1/2 beat


